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WHO IS YOUR FAVORITE CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENCY?
k a i m i n  W A N TS j VARSITY DEFEATS STATE COLLEGE m u c h  d o n e  a t  
s t r a w  v o t e ; j  t o  0 IN  FIRST GAME OF SEASON  c o n v o c a t i o n
STUDENTS TO STATE PRESIDEN­
TIAL PREFERENCE.
POLLS IN MAIN HALL
STUDENTS VOTE TO CHANGE THE 
CONSTITUTION.
Voting Placo to be Open From 9:30 
Until 12:30 Monday Morning—Five 
Candidate* Open for Consideration.
Collegian Display Unexpected Strength but Varsity Goal 
is Never in Danger Although Bruins Play With Little w i l l  f i n i s h  d i t c h  
Spirit—Maddox Stars for College and Owsley,
Kelly and Dornblaser tor the University Holiday Granted Student* to Work on Rink Pipe Line With Understanding 
That all Help A. S. U. M.
Who is the favorite presidential 
candidate of the students of the uni­
versity?
This Is the question which the Kai­
min will undertake to ascertain at a 
mock election Monday, the 28th.
Polls in Main Ha;..
The polls will be located in the 
south end of the university hall and 
will be open from 9:30 until 12:30. 
The results of the straw vote will 
be published in next week's Kaimin.
Everyone in the university will be 
allowed to vote once.
The university has had three clubs 
which favored different presidential 
candidates but she has never known 
which of the candidates stood high­
est in the estimation of the students.
Perhaps there are not many in the 
institution who will be able to vote 
for president this year unless the 
Kaimin holds this little special elec­
tion next Monday.
Democracy to Prevail.
This is to be a real democratic elec­
tion, too. It makes no difference to 
which party a student belongs — it 
makes no difference whether he is a 
citizen of the United States or not, 
he can vote at the mock election.
Equal suffrage will also prevail. 
The girls will have the right to state 
their preference and It is hoped that 
the equal suffrage lenguo will have 
a big delegation out to vote.
Faculty Included.
Nor are the faculty members barred 
in this election. It is stated above 
that the election is going to be dem­
ocratic—therefore the faculty mem­
bers will be allowed to vote also, not­
withstanding the fact that the cam­
paign orator who spoke on the camp­
us last week said that college profes­
sors were nonentities in politics. The 
employees of the university are also 
urged to express their preference.
Five Candidates.
There are five candidates the voters 
can choose from: Win. H. Taft, re­
publican; Woodrow Wilson, demo­
crat; Theodore Roosevelt, progres­
sive; Eugene V. Debbs, socialist, and 
Chafln, prohibition.
It is impossible to predict who w ill' 
be the leading candidate. Doubtless 
each of the four will secure votes; j 
Mr. Chafln will perhaps be a strong 
contender for the honor, however.
The long anticipated 1912 football 
season opened with a victory last 
| Saturday when the Bruins met the 
State college team on its own field 
and defeated it 7 to 0. This was not j 
as overwhelming a victory as had I 
been expected by the Varsity sup-1 
I porters, but there is cheer In the I 
I thought that the clash was won. The ' 
game was slow but was close enough I 
I to be interesting. Both teams made { 
their big gains in line smashes. The 
collegians tried five forward passes 
and the university one, but all were 
incomplete, except one, which was in­
tercepted by Owsley. There was lit- : 
tie individual work and no exceptional 
plays.
Owsley Stars.
| Owsley, who starred last season,
| was also the most brilliant and con- j 
sistent player in this game. Des- 
champs in the half back position also 
did splendid work, especially in going 
I through the line. Kelly played the 
best game of his Montana career. His 
1 signals were given with snap and h is ! 
■ returning of punts added many yards j 
| to the Varsity’s progress. Streit, a I 
I Freshman, was good at center and 
Deames, another Freshman also did 
well at guard.
I Maddox was the star on the college 
I eleven. His end runs were fast and 
! netted much yardage. Hodgklss 
I punted well, several of his kicks av­
eraging 50 yards.
Bruins in Better Condition.
I The Bruins seemed to be in bet­
ter condition than their opponents. | 
They were also heavier in the line. 
Neither line was working well enough 
| to hold against smashes, however, and 
j it was in this way that most of the 
gains were made. No one was hurt 
although several had to be replaced 
because of exhaustion.
Poor Weather for Game.
The weather at Bozeman was not 
ideal for football. In the morning it 
was cloudy and a stiff wind was 
blowing. The wind was still strong 
in the afternoon. In the second half 
a cold, driving rain set in but this 
was almost a blessing as it settled | 
the dust that lay thick on one end 
of the field. The field Itself was 
In poor shape.
The new athletic field of the col­
lege is not yet completed and the 
game was played at the fairgrounds, 
a mile from town. On one end was a
baseball diamond and on the other! short. Hodgkiss kicked 50 to Kelly, 
a patch of alfalfa and a deserted I who regained 10. Wilcolm, the college 
gopher village.
The condition of the field was to 
some extent responsible for the slow­
ness of the game. There was good . T_   , .. , , , . .
attendance at the game in spite of I Heagmey failed to catch a long pass
lines man, indulged in a little rooting 
which cost his team five yards. Ows­
ley made two yards and Shaw punted 
30 to Maddox. Maddox made 'two;
The quarter closed with the ball in 
possession o f the college on their 40- 
yard line, on second down.
the weather and the college rooting 
section with the band showed splen­
did spirit.
First Half Very Slow. j Second Quarter.
Neither side was within scoring Maddox started the second .period by- 
distance in the first quarter. The col- • makln* three yards- ° n the fourth 
lege had the ball most of the time,
Montana kicking when they had it.
The quarter ended with the ball near­
ly In the center of the field. The 
second quarter saw no more speed.
Shaw kicked over the goal line for
down Hodgkiss kicked 30 yards out of 
I bounds. Shaw punted back with a 
beautiful 60-yard spiral that rolled 
over the goal line. The ball was put 
on play on the college 20-yard line. 
Maddox made eight yards and Can- 
four, making first down. Gosman failed 
to gain. Carr added eight and a half,! 
| Graham one and Carr one for first j 
j down. The ball was fumbled, Owsley- 
recovering it. Shaw made three, Ows- 
I ley two and Shaw again kicked over,
touchbacks twice and this gave the 
college the ball on their twenty yard 
line. This was as near as either side 
got to a goal line. A minute and a 
half time was taken out before the 
period closed. When play was re­
sumed Owsley tried a place kick from the llne for a  touchback. Scrimmage
the 38-yard line. The wind was con­
trary and the try failed.
Varsity Comes Back.
began on the 20-yard line. Oarr .fum- 
I bled, losing four yards and Hodgklss 
kicked 30 to Kelly. Shaw gained sev­
en, but had to be replaced. Ronan
Between halves Coach Philoon had I took h,s P,ace at ful]back and Weld'  
his men in their dressing room. When man went ,n at end- Pescliamps made 
they again came on the field they two' G'osman broke up a forward pass 
started off with good speed and Just *-rom Owsley to Weidman. Owsley at- 
before the whistle was blown for the i tempted a place kick from the 38-yard
end of the quarter Owsley went 
through the line ten yards for a 
touchdown. Hodgkiss kicked to Kelly 
in the third quarter who ran back 
twenty yards. Then the Bruins start­
ed for the goal line with a series of 
line smashes that made first down 
twice before the ball was fumbled and 
all hopes of a second touchdown were 
lost. From then on the game was 
chiefly punting and ended with the 
ball in the middle of the field.
Varsity Shows Weakness.
Saturday's game made it plain that 
there will be some change in tactics 
and perhaps some change in the line-
line, but the wind was too strong and 
it went wild.
The Second Half.
Both teams started the second half 
with the same lineup used in the first 
of the game. Craighead kicked to 
Graham, who caught it on the 30-yard 
line and brought it back five. Can- 
gained one and a half and Maddox 
made 14 for first down. Gosman J 
failed to gain and then lost three j 
which were recovered by'Carr. Hodg­
kiss punted 50 yards to Kelly, who came 
back 20. Anderson replaced Day at 
guard on the Varsity lineup. D es-' 
champs mode four yards and Owsley
fContlnued on Page 6.)
BAKE a vacation from let­ter writing this week and mail some Kaimins 
to your friends. ^}They 
give all the news and may inter­
est some one in the University 
of Montana. •
and Freshmen Plan a Masquerade.
up before the game with the Utah one: Shaw Punted to Graham for a 
Aggies on the 26th. The line men 30-yard gain. Carr failed to gain, 
did not follow the opponents shift, Maddox fumbled and a forward pass 
they did not seem to be able to open r̂om Gosman to Heagney was inter­
holes for the backs and offered n o jceP̂ ed by Owsley, who ran 'back 10 j 
stout opposition to the college line- | yards. Owsley carried the ball for 
men when they were making holes.
The defense as a whole was weak, 
but seemed to be more a matter of I _ »  r i i i i c r r  * r\ 
method than of individual inability. | M A o K  B A L L  I lN o I f c A D  
The Varsity was also slow in recover- _ _
ing fumbles. All these points have U r I HbA 1 t K  P A K  1 I
been considered by the coaches in the 
past three days of practice and the
Bruins will undoubtedly go into Utah ..  _  . . . . .  ,
better prepared than they were last Mana9er Wants To° Much Money for 
week. ' Balcony at "Butterfly on Wheel"
The Game in Detail.
The Varsity won the toss and chose 
to defend the south goal. Craighead 
kicked off 50 yards to Graham. Gos­
man was thrown for a loss of six 
yards. Maddox made two and E. Hodg­
klss punted 50 to Keely who came 
back 20. Shaw carried the ball with 
no gain. Owsley made two yards and 
Shaw was forced to kick. The ball 
went 30 yards out of bounds and was 
given to the college. Maddox made 
three gains of four, two and four yards, 
making the first down for the college.
Carr made two yards and Gosman at­
tempted a forward pass to Christie, 
which went \0ild. Hodgkiss kicked 50 
yards to Kelley who ran back 15. The 
college was penalised five yards for 
offside. Shaw kicked 45 yards out of 
bounds. Maddox made four yards;
Owsley Intercepted a forward pass that 
Gosman had started to Heagney. Gos­
man passed to Christie, but it fell
Convocation period yesterday was 
given over for the most part to the 
I A. S. U. M. for a discussion of the 
l revision of its constitution. President 
, Craighead called the regular assembly 
to order and introduced Mrs. Norqulst 
who will have charge of the vocal 
I department in the university. She 
; sang two selections, pleasing everyone 
' with her beautiful voice. The presl- 
i dent also called on Dr. Bolton, the 
: new head of the department of psy- 
[ cholbgy who had never been formally 
Introduced to the school.
Dr. Craighead told Dr. Bolton as he 
stepped forward that it was a rule of 
the university that every new pro­
fessor should sing or make a speech, 
but Dr. Bolton said that it was not his 
wish to dismiss the audience so he 
would resist the temptation to sing. 
He talked of the American student 
which he said was the same the coun­
try over, alert, enthusiastic and loyal 
to his college and its faculty.
Speaks of First President. ,
Miss Knowles had with her two 
files of clippings concerning the uni­
versity. They had been collected by 
Dr. Craig and Mrs. Craig now wished 
to have them placed in the archieves 
of the university. There are many 
clippings that will add greatly to the 
first hand historical material in - the 
university. There was also a pen 
which had been presented to Dr. 
Craig by Senator Mott. It was the 
pen used in the signing of the instru­
ment providing for the establishment 
of the university.
Miss Knowles also took this oppor­
tunity to tell of Montana's first pres­
ident and his work in the early days 
of the university. Dr. Craig was the 
author of the two now well-known 
mottos: "The State University:
Never die,” and "The University of 
Montana, It Must Prosper." These 
two expressions sum up his Ideals and 
endeavors during the thirteen years 
he was president of the university.
Will Give Half Holiday.
The president then took the floor 
and opened the question of digging 
ditches and particularly the one now
_______ fContlnued on Page 6.)______
RECEPTION FOR NEW 
PRESIDENT TONIGHT
Instead of the theater party which 
the Freshmen had planned to give for 
the Sophomores, they now hope to 
give a masquerade In the gymnasium 
Saturday night.
The manager of the "Butterfly on 
the Wheel” wanted too much for the 
entire balcony at the Harnois theater 
and the Freshmen decided not to take 
the Sophomores to the show.
It Is not yet a certainly that the 
the masquerade will be given, al­
though there has been a great deal of 
flurry among the first year people in 
making plans for the affair.
A group o f Freshmen were over­
heard discussing costumes for the 
ball Tuesday evening, which is a fair 
indication that the hop will not fall 
through, as did the theater party.
Faculty and Executive Committee of 
University Will Entertain at Elk's 
Club for Dr. and Mrs. Craighead.
“Every student in the university 
should be present at the reception 
which is to be given for President and 
Mrs. Craighead at the Elks club by 
the faculty and executive committee 
tonight,” says Professor Rowe.
A general Invitation has been ex­
tended to the people of the city of 
Missoula and invitations have been 
sent to others all over the state.
It is expected that a great number 
will call to pay their respects to the 
new head of the university and his 
wife.
The reception will begin at 8:30 and 
will continue to 11:30.
The faculty and committee have 
been making elaborate plans for this 
reception and it will be one of the 
events of the college year.
2
Hfwklij iKatmm
Pronounced “Ki-meen.” This is a 
word taken from the language of the 
Selish tribe and means writing, or 
something in black and white.
“a yellow journal,” and rightly is this 
done.
But the paper which suppresses 
what the people ought to know is no 
less a yellow journal.
The newspapers are called the serv­
ants o f the people. If a paper prints 
an untruth or suppresses the truth it 
THE EDITORS is not serving the people but some-
Carl C. Dickey, ’14.......Editor-In-Chief thing vastly Inferior.
Lewis W. Hunt, ’15....Managing Editor These things are true of college pa­
pers as well as papers in the outside
Published on Thursday of every week 
by the Associated Students of the Uni­
versity o f  Montana.
Mildred Ingalls, ’13....Assoeiate Editor
Merle Kettiewell, ’15.....Society Editor
Winnifred Peighner, ’08, Alumni Editor
Gladys Huffman, T3.........Local Editor
Rose Leopold, '13......................Assistant
Mabel Lyden, ’14.........Exchange Editor
REPORTERS,
G. O. Baxter, ’15 Gertrude Zerr 
R. EL Wledman, ’13 Lucius Forbes, ’15 
R. W . Wells, ’ 13 Lulu Wright, ’16 
Carl C. Glick. ’ 14 F. D. Richter, ’15 
Bernice Selfridge, ’15
BUSINESS STAFF.
Peter E. Hansen, ’14..................Manager
Donald Young, ’15................... Assistant
Office, basement of the Library 
Building. Office 'hours, the editor, 
Monday, 9:30 to 12; Tuesday, 2 to 4; 
Wednesday, 10 to 11.
world.
The college paper which makes no 
stand when the interests of the stu­
dent body are concerned—the paper 
which suppresses the truth because 
a “frat" brother o f one of the staff 
is implicated—the paper which coddles 
factional differences, is not working 
I with the right ideal.
As the “interest” papers in the out­
side world work for something inferior 
so too does that character o f College 
paper work for something inferior.
Subscription rate, $1.00 in advance.
Entered as second class mail matter at 
Missoula. Montana, under act of congress 
of March 3, 1879.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1912
Light rain drops fall and wrinkle 
the sea,
Then vanish, and die utterly,
One would not know that rain-drops 
fell
If the round sea wrinkles did not 
tell.
So souls come down and wrinkle 
life
And vanish in the flesh-sea strife.
One might not know that souls had 
placo
Weren’t not for the wrinkles in life’s 
face.
—Sidney Lanier.
A “ MANFUL” REFUSAL.
A loyal and “manful” thing was done 
by a few Varsity men Friday when 
they refused the invitation to attend 
the dance given in the Barber & Mar­
shall hall by a few former students 
who were entertaining for the sole 
purpose of hurting the attendance at 
the dance given by the Associated 
Students.
The reason for giving the dance was
boys wake up and play the kind of 
football I teach them I do not think I 
they will have a fighting chance with ! 
Utah.”
Perhaps the football men do pot 
realize yet what responsibility is placed ! 
upon their shoulders. If the Univer­
sity fails to make a showing against 
the big teams of the Northwest this I 
year it may be yeara before she can 
schedule games with them again.
There will be but one excuse for 
failure this year and that will be that 
there was a lack of spirit and fight. 
No one can complain that the team is | 
not well coached. If Lieutenant Philoon j 
turns out a poor team this year it will 
be his first one.
Nor can any one say that the foot­
ball material is not good. It is well 
known that more men and more good 
men, are out this year than ever be­
fore.
Perhaps the confidence of the men 
prevented classy playing at Bozeman 
for they went to Bozeman expecting j 
victory. If they had shown half the I 
fight and spirit their opponents ex­
hibited the score would have been j 
50 to 0.
| The Bruins have much to learn 
about the game. Most Important of all,
of the two institutions should be bitter 
against each other.
. The educational functions of the two 
institutions should not overlap. In a 
way they do overlap but that is no 
reason for hatred between the stu­
dents o f the two colleges.
It reflects no credit upon one o f the 
two schools to win a football victory— 
it is no discredit to the other institu­
tion to lose. The mere victory does 
not show that one school is a more 
desirable school than the other. It | 
merely indicates that one school is 
able to put better “brawn” on the field 
than the other.
The Owl and the 220
LEADERS.
FIFTY OR A DOLLAR?
however, they must learn to fight; 
they must learn to be aggressive; they 
must learn to force the playing.
If they show as little speed and 
spirit in the games with the large col­
leges as they exhibited at Bozeman
childish. Those who gave it said that | Saturday The Kaimin will have to re-
if they could not come to the. Univer­
sity and dance the way they pleased 
they would have a dance of their own. 
That is a good excuse for opposition 
to the A. S. U. M. on the part of men 
who once claimed to be loyal stu­
dents.
The University needs more men of 
the kind who did not accept the invi­
tation of the former students. She can 
get along with fewer of the kind who 
gave the dance.
tract its confident assertions that this 
year’s team was the best in the his­
tory of the institution, and say that 
that the 1912 team was the best fizzle 
in the history of the institution. ' -
BLUE LAWS.
NEWS. ENCOURAGEMENT.
If there is anything in the world 
■that is vague and intangible it is 
‘ news.”  It takes a bom  newspaper
The rushing rules o f the Women’s 
Pan-Hellenic are more drastic and ex­
acting than the old Blue Laws of 
Puritan days.
A sorority girl, according to the 
rules, cannot even slip a freshman 
I girl a marshmallow in class without 
been given being guilty of an infraction of them.Football this year has 
every encouragement and aid but one. j i f  she allows herself to say “Oh, yes;
The football men have been given all
man to judge what is “news.” it the supplies they needed; they are 
takes one of these geniuses trained by j  setting the best coaching in the West, 
years of experience to weigh with ac- | They have been given everything with 
curacy the relative values of “news.” just one exception and that is the ac- 
Anything that is true—anything that ^ ve support of the student body, 
the readers of a particular paper do | Times innumerable has The Kaimin 
not yet know, is news. Nobody has a asked the students to get o ff the
1 any more than 
i ' the University 
i the University, 
“news
monopoly on “news' 
the students now i 
have a monopoly oi 
Like the University, 
every one.
Secrets are “news,” if they have any 
relative news value. If a reporter can 
discover what someone is trying to 
hide—if that something would be 
wholesome reading for the patrons of 
his paper, he has a perfect right to 
publish it.
“ sidelines” and show their apprecia­
tion of the efforts of the football men 
by appearing on the field half an hour 
belongs to j every night to encourage the men dur- 
| ing their practice.
But there are evidently too many 
sideliners in the University. It is im­
possible to get a crowd on the football 
field. Certainly the students want the 
team to win. But they don’t want to 
do anything to help the team win. 
They know that they -can help the
I’m a Roopa Koopa Loopa” she has 
broken the principal law.
If the rules are strict the women 
observe them with more strictness. 
The observance of the rules is a mat­
ter of honor with them and women are 
generally honorable in their dealings 
with each other. Although they might 
evade the rules none ever try to do so.
It is safe to say that the girls who 
join the sororities next spring will not 
be inveigled into pledging by strenuous 
rushing.
The adoption of these rules was sen­
sible. There Is always a good deal of 
ill-feeling caused by strenuous rush­
ing—not only among the sororities, but 
among the girls who are eligible for 
sororities. The Blue Law rules elim­
inates all possibility o f this unharmo-
In the effort to make A. S. U. M. 
dances pay for themselves, the main 
purpose of the dance seems to have 
been forsaken. Should the A. S. U. M. 
dances>be given for the purpose of en­
riching the coffers of the treasury or I 
should they be given as festivities in 
which the whole student body will par­
ticipate? The dances this year have | 
barely paid for themselves. The price 
of admission has been one dollar. The 
few couples who attended enjoyed a 
three-piece orchestra and fruit punch. 
The writer o f this article attended 
both dances, paid his dollar, danced ex­
citedly, enjoyed the punch and the 
three-piece orchestra and went home 
contented. He will attend the A. S. 
U. M dances in the future and will 
pay the price o f admission at the time 
of admittance, no matter what the 
price may be But the good example 
set by the writer does not seem to in­
fluence any great number of students.
It seems that the A. S. U. M. dances 
should be for the purpose of meeting 
and associating with the entire student 
body. And, if any changes in the ar­
rangements would promote this pur­
pose, those changes should be made 
promptly. If the committee thought 
that lowering the price to fifty  cents 
would bring out a sufficient number of 
students to pay the cost of the dance, 
no doubt the committee would sub­
mit to the lower price. In a school 
where two-thirds of the men are earn­
ing a portioi\ of their expenses, two or 
three dollars a month for dances is out 
of the question. When a man works 
all day for the paltry price of 25 cents 
an hour, he is not going to turn around 
and pay 33 cents an ’hour to the A. S. 
U. M. for punch and a three-piece or­
chestra.
The five dollars paid to the A. S. 
U. M. at the beginning of the year is 
supposed to yield nominal return. 
During the present year it will return 
the following benefit:
Kaimin ................................. $1.00
One football game ................25
Two basketball games ........ 50
Play ...........................  25
Debate ....    .50
Baseball; two games............... 50
W e’ve heard a lot o f talk about the 
man behind; there’s someone at the 
rear o f ’most everything, we find; 
there’s the man behind the bat and 
the man behind the bars; and the man 
behind the dashboard that runs the 
trolley cars; there’s the man behind 
the throne and the man behind the 
gun, and the man behind the specs 
who’s the man behind the mon, the 
man behind is useful and we reverence 
his name, but how about the fellow 
who is even with the game; the man 
who’s always coming or just a bit 
ahead; the “stude" who writes his 
English themes before he goes to 
bad; the guy who pays his class dues 
without waiting for a dun; the man 
who has his work up and still finds 
some time for fun; the sport who 
grabs a shovel and shows a little 
speed; when there’s a student job 
awaiting it’s the men ahead who lead. 
The men behind are plenty, but most 
of them are dead; the kind we need 
are live ones, the men who are ahead.
TIME IS LIVELY AT
FRESHMAN MEETING
It is not’ only" his right to publish team by appearing on the field and j nious state.
it—it is his duty to publish it—a duty 
to which his paper and its readers hold
him.
The ideal journalism holds that any­
thing which is true and wholesome 
and not libelous is fit for publication.
The person who expects any news­
paper to remain silent on any plan of 
his which he does not wish known to 
the general public should keep his 
plan locked in his own brain.
Modern journalism penetrates every 
nook in the search for “news.” The 
newspaper which consulted the doer of 
an act, the subject of every piece of 
“news” as to whether he wanted the 
story published, would soon become a 
Sunday school publication.
The people today want “news.” They 
do not care how the paper gets it— 
they don’t care whether the man who 
is the subject of the story is enraged 
because bis story is given to the mul­
titude. They want the “news” and
giving a few yells; yet they haven’t 
enough interest to do this.
Is there not somewhere in the Uni­
versity a  leader who can get the stu­
dents out every evening? If such a 
man appeared would the students 
hang back?
The students owe it to the Bruins to 
do all they can to help them win for 
the University. The team says that 
some yelling would help to instill the 
fight. If the student body would be­
come enthusiastic enough to yell for 
the team every night the men couldn’t 
help but absorb some of the enthusi­
asm.
Then if they did lose it would be 
only after a hard fight and they could 
not give the excuse that the student 
body was not behind them.
FIGHT OR FIZZLE
The fact that the University of 
Utah now wants to cancel her game 
the paper which gives the people what I with Montana because the Bruins are
they want increases its patronage.
The people want the truth about 
current matters. If they find that a 
paper is deliberately lying and falsi­
fying for some purpose, they brand It
not showing enough class, may rouse 
the football team from the lethargic 
state exhibited in the first half of the 
Bozeman game.
Coach Philoon says: “Unless the
As it is now, pledging will come as 
a mere matter of fact—as an every­
day occurrence.
Total ........................ ........$3.00
The skating rink is farmed ou t The 
student can receive n'o reduced rate 
there. The management calls atten­
tion to the fact that last year the fifty- 
cent dances did not pay for them­
selves. There was a deficit o f about 
forty dollars. W hy not give fifty-cent 
dances this year and meet the deficit 
with the balance of the original five- 
dollar fee? W hy not, cut ‘ out the 
punch at the dances and drink just 
plain water? "Why not give fifty-cent 
dances a trial and see what the stu­
dents will make of them?—R. W. W.
The Freshman class had a spirited 
and stormy session last Friday. In 
the absence of President Busha, Miss 
Robinson, the vice president, pre­
sided.
The adoption of a class constitution 
was the principal business of the 
meeting and after -a strenuous period 
one which seemed to please all, was 
adopted. A committee was also ap­
pointed by the chair to select several 
sets of colors to be voted upon at the 
next meeting.
The much discussed question of en­
tertaining the sophomore class was 
again brought up. On this point the 
class was at variance, some wishing 
a dance and others some form of 
amusement which all could enjoy. A f­
ter much discussion the chair ap­
pointed a committee to decide upon 
and arrange some sort of an enter­
tainment for the sophs. The commit­
tee, consisting of McCall, Dennis, 
Sutherland, Brown and Molchoir have 
not yet reported.
The proposition to publish a Fresh­
man edition of the Kaimin, was en­
thusiastically accepted.
Barclay Craighead was elected edi­
tor with power to appoint his own 
staff.
CARRY WOMAN DOWN MOUNTAIN
Five Montana Men Rescue Exhausted 
Lady on Mount Sentinel.
PROGRESSIVE RALLY A FAILURE.
NEW SPIRIT.
At last the old feud spirit which 
exists between the states’ two leading 
educational institutions is being su­
perseded — superseded by a spirit 
which has its foundation in the 
sportsmanship of the students o f the 
two institutions.
In past years the two schools have 
been constantly at war. If nothing of 
importance could be found to squab­
ble over, insignificant things were 
made issues.
The papers o f the schools have 
slurred the rival institution in bitter 
editorials. The students of both col­
leges have never neglected opportuni­
ties to make acrimonious attacks upon 
the student body of the other institu­
tion.
The old revengeful spirit is fast 
changing into a spirit of healthy and 
friendly rivalry.
For this change both colleges are 
thankful.
There is no reason why the students
Speaker Uses Few Minutes Indulging 
in Personalities and Disparagements.
| There were two redeeming features 
j to the progressive rally in university 
l hall last Thursday evening. One was I 
the speech of R. Justin Miller, presi- 
I dent of the Progressive leaigue, and the 
other was the playing of the univer- I 
i sity band.
I James Brinson o f Colorado, the main 
I speaker of the evening, confined his 
I brief remarks to personalities and dis- 
I paragements concerning the president I 
| of the university and two of the candi- 
1 dates for the presidency of the United 
| States.
Before the political part o f the rally 
was started President Craighead ad-1 
dressed the students. He said that no 
j political speech could be made on the I 
| campus unless the orator was brought | 
■here by the students.
Five men who worked on the rink 
ditch all day Saturday, further hero- 
ized themselves in the evening by 
carrying an exhausted woman down 
Mount Sentinel.
Mrs. S. J. Martin, an old lady of 
68 years, had accompanied some 
younger woman up the mountain on 
a picnic, excursion. On the return 
trip she became too exhausted to 
travel farther and the other ladies 
left her alone while they came down 
for help.
The rink workers were enjoying a 
dinner provided by the girls of the 
dormitory when the younger women 
came up and asked them to go up 
the mountain to rescue the old lady..
Five men, Harry Sewell, Henry 
Tabor, Carl Cameron, Stuart Nichol­
son and Harry Ade started up the 
mountain to search for her. It was 
dark by the time they found the old 
lady near the top and started - to 
carry her down.
“Gee, she was heavy,” said one of 
the men.” She weighed two .hundred 
anyway, and was a hard burden to 
carry down Sentinel. She was very 
grateful and asked every one of us 
to be sure and come and see her 
when we had the time.”
UNDERCLASSMEN WANT DEBATE
Sophs Opposed to Football But Would 
Like to Debate the Freshmen.
The president also said a  few words I 
for the football team. He told them
not to beat the State college too bad. 
“ Extend my greetings to the president 
and the faculty of the State college," 
said the president “Treat your op­
ponents with respect. Fight and fight 
hard, but be gentlemen; if you are 
beaten take your defeat gracefully!”
Since the Sophomores are opposed 
to meeting the Freshmen at a game 
of football the Freshmen are now 
challenging their opponents to a joint 
debate.
The Sophomores have more confi­
dence in their brains than in their 
brawn and it is possible that the 
meeting will be arranged.
In case the classes decide to de­
bate, the question will perhaps be the 
same one the university teams will 
debate with Washington state and 
Montana state.
Professor Palmer, the-debate coach, 
hopes that the Freshman-Sophomore 
debate will become a regular event of 
each college year. This would enable 
the debate coach to judge his material 
before the Varsity try-outs.
NEW MACHINE Y. W. ENJOYS NEW MAN FOR 
FOR PHYSICS PROSPERITY MORE SPIRIT
Or. E. F, Dodds Gives Department 
Powerful Static Induction Machine 
—Can Throw Spark Ten Inches.
First Meeting of Association is Well 
Attended—Characterized by General 
Atmosphere of Enthusiasm.
Freshman Says That State Collegians 
Showed More Energy in One Night 
Than Montana Students This Year.
Th<» physics diepam m ent o f the uni- The Voung Women’s Christian :as-
verslity has rec.rfVed ja valuable gift I soclatlon held Its fl rat meeting on
from Dr. E. E. Df•dds. a local physi- Tuesday aftermson liti the parlors of
clan who recently donated to th<5 de- I Craig- hiill. Ar the
itatlon had b<een
j extended to ail young women Inpsrtntent a  larg< >tatl<: induction ma- 1 the unlverslty. whether interested or
chine. The gift fills a. long felt w&nt not, to attend. Many of the new
In the departmetit for the old indue- I girls took advantage of the ihvlta-
cut bee iatis- I tlon to 1learn w.-hat the Y. W. C. A.tlon coll has m n giving i J stood for, and therei was a gene raifactkm. sre of insplration and interw
Thi9 machine Is abciut 6 feet hlgh est that if COntinu<ed, promises a
by 6 wide and 4 feetL through from I prosperoins year,
back to front. The upper part is filled | President Addresses,
with the glass plates, 12 in number President Freeze made a few re­
am! 30 inches in diameter. These are marks on the object of the Young
By A FRESHMAN.
On last Friday night, the day the I 
Varsity football team arrived in Boze- 
man, the state collegians held a foot- I 
ball rally on the main business street 
of Bozeman.
It began at 7:30 o’clock with the j 
college band leading, and a great ma- I 
jority of the college students in line. I 
They formed a circle in front of the I 
Bozeman hotel and started the snake I 
dance. They entered the hotel and 
danced around the Varsity's special 
dining table, and then came out and I
revolved by a motor. The current is 
Induced from one plate to another 
till finally it is taken off In two Ley­
den jars of very high capacity.
Strong Machine.
As 30,000 electro-static volts are 
required to jump an air space of one i 
inch, the power of the new machine 
may be estimated from the fact that I 
it can throw a spark nearly 10 inches, j 
The large number of plates insures a 1 
comparatively large quantity of elec­
tricity at this voltage.
Though the machine is more fo r ! 
demonstration purposes than for a 
very practical use In the laboratory, 
the department appreciates the gift 
and especially the uttitude shown by 
Dr. Dodds.
A COMMUNICATION
The last issue of the Kaimin has 
pictured the Hawthorne Literary so­
ciety in a bad light. It has accused 
the society of standing on the "side­
lines'' by plainly refusing to aid in 
showing an appreciation for what 
friends of the university have done 
for her. It has accused the members 
of Hawthorne of being unloyal to Al­
ma mater.
Such an accusation hurts the so­
ciety, for it is not based upon facts 
but upon a hurried Jump at conclu­
sions. On the night of the celebra­
tion of the city’s new light system 
the Hawthorne was called to order 
an hour earlier than the regular time 
of meeting, eight o'qlock p. m. The 
program was dispensed with and the 
business session limited to a mere 
installation of officers. The society 
adjourned fifteen minutes before the 
pajama parade left the campus. Of 
the six men present at the meeting, 
five took an active part in the parade 
on Higgins avenue; one was in the 
band, two were dressed in the re­
quired costume, and the other two 
did their share of rah-rahing and of 
"serpentining.”  They did not stand 
on the "sidelines."
In the light of such facts, what 
ground had the Kaimin for making 
such an accusation? As a member 
of Hawthorne 1 express a heartfelt 
disapproval of the attitude of the 
college paper toward the society. 
Coming at a time when we are fight­
ing for very existence, when we are 
endeavoring to secure far the society 
a permanent place in practical uni­
versity activities, such a blow, If 
unintentional, a blow just the same, 
discourages rather than encourages 
an Interest in this sort o f work; such I 
a blow gives to the society a bad 
name. Surely the causo of the Haw­
thorne is a worthy cause, surely it 
is a cause well worth fighting for. But 
if the college paper does not lead in 
espousing such a cause, what force 
will exert an equal influence for 
arousing public opinion to an active 
interest in this phase of practical ac­
complishments ?
— A  member of Hawthorne.
The above was handed In too late 
for publication last week.
SKUNK GOOD AT DISTANCE RUN
James Brown's Discovery is a Second 
Kohelmainen.
That the skunk pursued by James 
Brown on the campus last week is 
not only a sprinter but a long dis­
tance runner, too, was discovered by 
Oils Baxter a few nights ago.
Baxter, who is a fair long distance 
runner, tried to take advantage of the 
skunk on the start, however, by 
"bouncing a rock off his dome,”  as be 
puts it. Even at that the striped 
creature made an easy getaway, and 
the second attempt to capture him 
for the museum failed.
It has been suggested that a relay 
team be organised to run the skunk 
down.
GLADYS FREEZE. 
President Y. W. C. A.
Women's Christian association, which 
was allowed by a helpful and insplr-’ 
ing talk by Miss Stewart, dean or 
women. This talk was especially in­
structive in that Miss Stewart made 
several suggestions regarding new 
methods of carrying on an active 
work among the girls. She spoke her 
encouragement at seeing so many 
present, and in a forceful way made 
them feel the importance of their 
own individual work as girls.
After a piano solo by Miss Alice 
Mathewson, the president announced 
that the next meeting would be held 
two weeks later.
All members of the Association must 
| pay their dues before November 5th.
IT IS A REAL PALM 
AND NOT A CABBAGE
"Is that an onion?” is a question 
which has been heard in the library 
no less than a thousand times since 
last .Friday, when Miss. Buckhous, 
librarian, put before the main desk 
a queer looking little plant in a mon­
strous tub.
"No, its not an onion. It's a palm," 
said Miss Buckhouse. "I don't care it 
it does look line an onion it’s a real 
palm.”
The appearance of the palm cre­
ated quite a commotion. The stu­
dents were not used to be confronted 
with a mass of foliage upon entering 
the door and they laughed. Then a 
Freshman created further commotion,
[ which approached pandemonium, when 
| he inquired aloud if "that was a cab­
bage."
But Miss Buckhous reiterates and 
j repeats and asserts and declares and 
! alleges and affirms that the miniature 
| forest is not a cabbage or nothing 
else than a palm.
I Miss Buckhous thinks that the 
| palm will grow large enough to fill 
its tub in 43 years, approximately.
The plant is really a palm—one ot 
about 40 which have been brought 
I from Louisiana by President Craig- 
I head, some of which are to be do- 
I nated to the university.
NEW EXCUSE.
“ My wife and I were disappointed 
that we could not attend the opera 
j last evening. It was all the laundry- 
! man's fault." "But couldn't you get 
j Into any haberdashery?" "Oh, it 
| wasn't a question o f clean linen. They 
j failed to deliver the bills that I had 
j sent to the money-laundry ."—Buffalo 
j Express.
j All things that are shall be nothing 
at last
Save what's resolved in Deity. 
I —Bailey.
continued to the next comer, where 
j the real rally was held.
| Many of the men were made to give 
i speeches and the keynote of all the 
1 talks was in expression of confidence 
I of victory over the Bruins.
Captain Domblaser of the Bruins 
I was called to make a speech, but 
| owing to his size was not able to be 
found in the crowd. Pat Kelly talked 
I Instead. He politely told the collegi- 
I ans that they were badly mistaken, 
and that the Bruins were going to be 
victors. Shorty Whisler also talked. 
! . After this the two football teams 
, were taken to one of the shows. Here 
J the students entered one door and 
went out another, all the time giving 
many yells, showing their confidence 
of winning the game on the morrow.
| The one big thing this rally showed 
I us was that when it came to spirit 
the collegians have us beaten by two 
hundred per cent, and it was not only 
the boys who were showing spirit, for 
the girls certainly did their1 share. 
They were everywhere, shouting and 
singing, infusing spirit into everyone. 
Those students showed more spirit in 
a half hour than we have showed in 
a month and a half. They displayed 
more enthusiasm after losing the 
! game than has been shown here over 
I our victory.
We beat the collegians at football, 
but they have us snowed under when 
it comes to school spirit. Those men 
and women over there feel that they 
have the honor of their college in 
their hand. They showed this in the 
way they carried on their rally, in the 
way they danced around the bon fire 
they had built, and they ought to be 
proud of the spirit they are display­
ing. The football team had the whole 
school behind them.
Take a lesson from these people, lei 
some of your latent spirit come out, 
let the football team know you are 
behind them. Show some real live 
spirit. Don’t let the others beat us 
in college spirit. If you have any 
pride in your university show it. Don’t 
be dead all the time.
The football men returned victori­
ous but they do not feel so joyous be­
cause if a stranger should visit here 
he would never dream that a football 
victory had been won. Here is hoping 
that the students will wake from their 
long slumber and show some real 
university spirit. Live for your 
college. Don’t just exist.
FIFTY CENT DANCES
Since some discussion has been 
started in favor of 50c dances I wish 
to make the following statement:
Last year the total expenditures of 
the A. S. U. M. dances and receptions 
were $396.00 and the total receipts 
were $340.00, showing a deficit of I 
$56.00 on 50 cent dances for the year. 1 
The deficit would have been $50 more I 
than this if the athletic ball, to which I 
admission was $1.50 had not made up 
this amount
Up-to-date this year the approxi­
mate expenditures for $1.00 A. S. U. 
M. dances are $70 and the receipts 
$70. These expenditures, of course, 
include some things that will last the | 
entire semester, such as pencils, 
punch set, dance numbers, etc. How- I 
ever the expenditures do not include I 
1 the $10.00 that was paid each month I 
I last year as an installment on the A. I 
Is. U. M. piano. The piano account o fi 
I $220 has been settled in full this 
| month and the dances should really 1 
I help to pay for this if for nothing j 
else.
The primary purpose of these dances 1 
I is to make money for the A. S. U. M.
I but with an expenditure of $25.00 to j 
| $30.00 on each dance and with a max- I 
| imum attendance of 50 couples it j 
j would be impossible to do at the j 
j 50 cent rate.
Signed: GEO. ARM1TAGE, .
Manager. (
The popular "Belmont” notch Collar 
made in self striped Madras. 2 for 25c
A R .R .O W
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$400,000.00
A Savings Department in 
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F. S. L U S K ..................President
F. H. ELMORE . Vice-President
E. A. N E W LO N ..............Cashier
H. S. HOLT . . . . .  Asst. Cashier
Have you seen the beautiful
Hand-painted China
now on display at this store?
LUCY & SONS
Complete House and Office Fur­
nishings.
University Text Books 
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direct from manufacturers.
Better Instruments for less 
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Street
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CIGARS
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Frederick Richter's Birthday. football prospects and sang- Cider,
Professor and Mrs. A. W. Richter | doughnuts and apples were served In 
asked about 40 young men members of an informal and generous manner. Al- 
the sophomore engineering class and together the smoker was one of the 
other University friends to their home, most successful events of the Univer- 
near the University, Thursday even- sity season.
ing in honor of the 17th birthday o f ---------
their son Frederick. The young men iviotor Party.
sat about the fireplace, singing, telling ^  and ^jrs c  H McLeod, Mr 
stories and playing games. To con- and Mrs, Kenneth Ross, Mrs. Briggs] 
elude the evening they were served Misses Helen McLeod, Jeanette Clarke 
supper, which crowning feature was a and Katherin Birney, Messrs. C. E. 
(birthday cake with the right number, Beckwith, Valentine Troop, Walter
of candles burning upon it.
To Play Chess.
Messrs. Newell Mason and Prof. W. 
R. Plew entertained at a class party 
Tuesday evening at the home o f Mr. 
Plew on Hilda avenue. The party in-
McLeod, Bruce Ross and Lewis Hunt 
motored to Hamilton Sunday and re­
turned for dinner at McLeod’s ranch, 
where they spent the evening
For Miss Smead.
One of the several pretty showers
eluded Mr. and Mrs. Alec Peterson, j gjven this week for Miss Helen Smead,
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Mason, Mr. and 
Mrs. W. H. Plew, Misses Buckner and 
Maurine Plew and Messrs. F. A. Rob­
erts, E. A. Newlon and Vem Buckner.
bride-elect, was the function at the 
home of Miss Winifred Feighner 
Thursday evening. Mesdames David 
Mason, E. H. Frieze, John T. Lucy,
I James Bonner, Hugh Forbis, Misses 
Sigma Chi Dinner. • Dorothy Polleys, Leila McDonald,
Active and alumni members of Sig- Corrine McDonald, Alice Hardenburgh, 
ma Chi entertained Thomas Stout o f Gussie Gilliland, Edna Tilton and Nell 
Lewistown at dinner Friday evening i Bullard were asked to 'honor Miss 
in the fraternity house on University Smead. The young ladies played cards 
avenue. The guest of honor is a until nearly the end of the evening, 
member of the Sigma Chi, 'having when they were summoned to sit 
joined while a student at the Univer- I about a dining table beautifully ap- 
sity of Missouri. He proved most I pointed. Red and gold were the col- 
agreeable company and seemed toj ors used in decorations. Red stream- 
enjoy the venison which had been | ers were festooned from the table cor- 
brought in by Wayne Johnson from ners to the chandelier and red carna- 
the Flathead country and was served, tions made a floral center piece. Red
Bowdoin. Weekly college "hums" 
have been instituted at Bowdoin col­
lege this fall, to be held in memorial 
hall for the purpose of practicing the 
college songs and cheers and to teach 
these to the men of the entering 
class. These “hums" take the place 
of the college sings which were held 
last spring.
Harvard. Harvard university has a 
total registration of 4,195 students this 
year, a gain of 77 over last year. The 
collegiate department has 2,306 stu­
dents, a gain of 53. The only loss is 
in the law school, which has 61 fewer 
students than a year ago.
as a special treat. and gold favors held a  candle at each
---------  place and a place card tied with white
Smead-Harris. | satin ribbon and guarded by a tiny
The wedding of Miss Helen Smead i bisque cupled marked each guest’s 
an$ Oliver Harris, solemnized Satur- place. A huge frosted cake with the 
day evening at the home of the bride on letter “ S” in candles was placed toe- 
Eddy avenue, was an event of interest fore the guest o f honor and she was
to a wide circle of friends in Mis­
soula, where both bride and groom 
are well known and admired. The 
ceremony was performed at 7:30 
o’clock by Rev. Elmer E. Burtner. who 
used the beautiful ring service of the I her new home 
Episcopal church. Miss Alice Harden­
burgh played Mendelssohn’s “Wedding 
March” as the bride and her attend­
ants came down the stairway and were 
met in the reception room by the j 
groom and\ his best man, Walter Mc­
Leod. Just- before the service was 
read Mrs. T. A. Price sang “O Promise |
Me.” The ring was carried in a huge 
yellow chrysanthemum by  little Miss 
Margaret Price, who was dainty and 
graceful as a flower 'herself. The 
bridesmaid was Miss Josephine Pol­
leys, gowned in bordered chiffon over 
yellow charmeuse and carrying yellow 
roses. The bride was exquisitely 
gowned in white chiffon trimmed with 
embossed velvet. Her veil was draped 
cap fashion and caught in place with 
lilies of the valley and she carried a 
shower bouquet of lilies of the valley
told to cut it. This she found difficult 
until she tried the scheme of lifting 
the bandbox which was the simulated 
cake and uncovered a mound of beau­
tiful and useful gifts to find place in
Motor Party.
Miss Helen McLeod, Miss Katherin 
Birney, Messrs. Walter McLeod, Les­
lie Shaw and Pat Kelly made up a 
jolly party that motored up the val­
ley, stopping for luncheon at the Bit­
ter Root Inn and spending the rest of 
the day at the McLeod ranch.
Illinois. Pan Hellenic Council of 
the University of Illinois has adopted 
resolutions discountenancing hazing. 
The council is made up of representa­
tives of the various ureek letter fra­
ternities and its action will, it is 
thought, have a decided bearing on 
the question. Several other student 
organizations, including the Universi­
ty o f Illinois Student union and the 
College of Agriculture club have taken 
similar action in the past.
South Dakota. The local society 
known as Beta Gamma was on Octo­
ber 5 made Gamma Alpha chapter of 
Beta Theta Pi. The entrance of the 
new chapter makes 73 active chapters 
of Beta Theta Pi, the fraternity be­
ing also in its seventy-third year.
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
Lumber Department, Bonner, Montana
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Pine, 
Larch and Fir Lumber, and all kinds of mill work 
and box shooks.
A Specialty Being Made of Fruit Boxes.
Washington State. Alpha Delta Phi, 
a national sorority, has entered the 
state college of Washington, absorb­
ing the local Theta Kappa, which was 
organized in 1909.
Union Market
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Utah. Next in importance to the 
removal of the University of Utah 
a dozen years ago to its present spa­
cious grounds overlooking the city, 
valley and lake, is the construction, 
now under way, of the new $300,000 
administration building.
The old buildings have provided 
working space for the growing uni- I 
versity. The new building will do 
much more. By closing at the rear 
of the half-circle of buildings already | 
in use it will, when it stands com­
pleted, mark the achievement of a 
first stage in the establishing of the 
university campus. By a significant 
change in the original plans for the 
campus it is not to stand in the half­
circle with the other buildings, but 
on a terraced elevation of a deep 
rectangle, o f which the lower half 
will be erected. It will be the first 
really fine building in the intermoun­
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E. Buck, president of the 
association of the university 
to announce to the members
that a regular monthly dinner is to 
The room in which the ceremony was be given by the Alumni, to which
performed was made a bower of yel 
low chrysanthemums and ferns, while 
the other rooms o f the artistic Smead 
home were bright with kinnikinick and 
autumn leaves. About 30 relatives and
every graduate is invited. Mr. Buck 
says:
“I would very much appreciate the 
kindness if you would announce to 
the alumni of the University of Mon-
t a m v
s p y
intimate friends were present for the tana that the custom has been es- 
marriage service. Later in the even- tablished of having the regular 
ing friends who had been invited to i ation on the first Saturday of every
the number of 400, called to offer con­
gratulations. and (best wishes. They 
were met at the door toy Misses Con­
stance and Katharin Keith and Dor­
othy Harris. Mr. and Mrs. W. H. 
Smead, parents o f the bride, and Mrs. 
Mary Harris, mother o f the groom, 
were assisted in making guests com­
fortable by Mesdames F. Keith, L. 
Catlin, Thomas S. Mason, A. Peterson 
and L. E. Plant. In the dining room 
guests were served by Miss Ruth 
Keith, Ruth McHaffie, Gladys Peter­
son, Margaret Beck, Jeane Sloane, 
Gizella Schlossberg, Vivian McManus 
and Esther Jacobson. Mr. and Mrs. 
Harris left on an evening train for a 
honeymoon Journey west. They will 
toe at home upon their return in a 
pretty home on Gerald avenue. Mrs. 
Harris was bom  in Montana and 
spent most o f her school days in Mis- 
. soula, where she graduated in 1908 
from the University o f Montana. Mr.
month at 6 o’clock p. m. during the 
college year. W e wish all the alumni 
who live out o f the city, as well as 
those here, to please post this notice 
in their hats and not forget that they 
can always find their old class gath­
ered together at the above stated 
time. No regular place for holding 
these dinners has been decided upon, 
but the place will be announced in 
the daily newspapers from time • to 
time.
The dinners are very informal and 
all alumni are urged to be present.
FRED E. BUCK, 
President Alumni Association.
—
Wisconsin. A gain of 153 students 
nearly half of whom are in the college 
of agriculture, has been made at the 
University of Wisconsin this year, as 
shown by registration statistics just 
issued, covering the first week of the 
academic year. The total registration 
in the university this year is 3,911, as 
compared with 3,758 at the same time 
last year. With those students who 
will enter the university after the 
first week, and those who will enter I 
at the beginning of the second sem­
ester it is expected the total regis- 1  
tration for the year will reach fully
000. This is 250 more than the total 
registration last year.
FRESHMAN WILL EDIT KAIMIN
Barclay Craighead Chosen to Get Out 
Paper for First Year People.
Barclay Craighead was chosen by 
the Freshmen last Thursday evening 
Harris has lived in Missoula for about j to get out an issue of the Kaimin.
12 years, being connected with the I It is probable that the edition will 
Missoula Mercantile company. make its appearance about November------  21.
Sigma Nu Smoker. Craighead is already choosing his
The members of the local chapter of staff and getting ideas for the edi
Sigma Nu entertained the other fra­
ternity men o f the University at a 
smoker Monday evening. The party 
served in a way as a house warming 
for the new borne of the chapter. The 
fraternity has just established itself 
in a  handsome roomy 'house on Uni­
versity avenue. The 50 guests were 
entertained at cards, though many of 
the men preferred to sit before the 
large fireplace where they talked over
tlon. The paper, say the Freshmen, 
will be a  dandy, and will easily sur­
pass anything o f the kind ever seen 
at Montana
A SPLITTER.
Hokus: “I tell you, an operation
for appendicitis is no joke.”
Vokus: “No, tout if it were, it
would be a side-splitting one.”—Life,
Wyoming.—The Wyoming State of 
Education, at its last meeting author­
ized the erection of a $100,000 Agri­
cultural building at the State Univer­
sity at Laramie. The plans have not 
yet been submitted, but the construc­
tion of the building will begin soon.
Three hundred and seventeen stu­
dents are enrolled in the university 
this year. President Duniway ex­
pects that this number will be in­
creased by 50 in the second semester.
Miss Lulu Stabern, who has been candidate for governor, with a number 
the guest of her sister, Sadie for the of other democrats, visited the Varsity 
last few days has gone to San Fran- i Friday afternoon.
cisco, California, to spend the winter, j Neil MacPhail was visited by his 
Mrs. Metcalf came down from 1 two sisters Saturday. They came 
Stevensville Wednesday to spend a j down from New Chicago to spend a 
few days with her daughter Helen, few days in Missoula.
Mrs. Metcalf returned to her home j Dan Connor, ’12, visited on the 
Friday morning. campus last Thursday. Dan has been
Miss Florence Carney went to L iv- j working at St. Maries, Idaho all 
ingston last week to spend a few j summer on the range, 
days with her parents. * Anne Hutchinson received a visit
Mr. and Mrs. Gilliland and Ross Gil- j from her mother last week. Mrs. 
liland arrived in Missoula Friday Hutchinson was on her way to the 
evening to attend the Smead wedding I coast.
They motored down from Kalispell. | LeBaron Beard, ex-13, crack end on 2 
Mrs. Gilliland was the guest of i Montana teams, returned from Great 
her daughter Gussie at Craig hall for I Falls Saturday where he had visited 
several days. the previous week. “Bud” will not
Florence Carney returned the earl-y register this year, 
part of the week after a few' days’ ! Wayne Johnson, ’14, who left col- 
visit at her home in Livingston. I lege last spring, has registered to 
Another new student who will reg- j take a seminar course on Montana 
siter this week is Ross Gilliland of j taxation.
He will enter the Varsity Paul Gervais, ’13, returned fromKalispell. 
as a “special.”
Anne Hutchinson has left
Hamilton the early part of the 
Craig I week. He has been on a Bitter Root
hall and will live in town the rest of ranch for the past three weeks.
the semester.
Miss Anna Beck and Miss Gladys
The condition of Mrs. Phillips, wife 
of Professor Phillips, who has been
Washington.—A half-million dollar 
concrete stadium will be erected on 
the University of Washington campus 
in the near future, if students will 
show the people of Seattle that they 
really want it.
The stadium is to be built by the 
people of the city. They have under 
consideration two sites for the big 
playground with the location on the 
old A -Y -P  field near the university, 
the favorite.
If the stadium is built on the A- 
Y -P  field the floor will be six feet 
below the level of Lake Washington. 
Flood gates will be constructed that 
the stadium may be filled with water. 
This will' make acquatlc sports a poss­
ibility.
The university plans to erect a new 
gymnasium near the site of the sta­
dium which will be connected to the 
big field by an underground passage.
McCarthy left Thursday afternoon critically ill since the early part of 
for Deer Lodge to spend a few days | week, is improving. She
with Miss Beck’s parents. *s no* yet ou* danger.
The only student who accompanied
the football team to Bozeman last I NEBRASKA STUDENT ON VISIT
Friday morning was Herbert Kuphal. ---------
Helen MacClay spent a few days j Forester Surprised to Find Such Ad- 
at her home at Lo Lo last week. vanced Institution Here.
Miss Vera Pride spent Saturday ---------
and Sunday at Hamilton with her Ernest Wohlenberg, a student of 
parents. Forestry in the University of Ne-
Mr. and Mrs. Gilliland left Mis- braska, toured the university build- 
soula Monday morning. They motored ings Friday afternoon. For the past 
back to Kalispell after having spent five months Mr. Wohlenberg has been 
Saturday and Sunday in the city, doing reconnaissance work for the 
visiting their daughter Gussie. Missoula National Forest, the scene
Gladys MacCarthy and Anna Beck of his work being the Northern divi- 
returned to school Sunday after hav- sion, in the Blackfoot country.
Follow your 
of Printing.
friends to the Bureau
ing spent a delightful time in Deer I Rutledge Parker, the supervisor of 
Lodge. the district in which Wohlenberg
Miss Clara Robinson was pleasantly worked, was pleased with his work, 
surprised Friday afternoon by the Wohlenberg covered 40,000 acres, 
arrival of her mother, sister and I He was impressed by the universl- 
brother. They stopped off on their I ty’s equipment and buildings and was 
way to Billings where they will make surprised to find such an advanced 
their home. I institution in Montana.
Miss Erma Nelson spent the week | -------------------------------
end at her home in Hamilton. | For classy printing, call at the
Sam V. Stewart, the democratic Bureau of Printing.
G
Rally Tonight at 8 to Give Bruins Send-off on Trip
BRUINS READY 
FO R  M ORMONS
Team Work Improved During Few 
Days' Practice—Smead and Klebe 
Factors of Strength.
Coach Phtloon is putting the Bruins, 
through some hard work this last week, 
endeavoring to correct the many bad j 
faults which the team showed in Boze­
man. Goal kicking, tackling, falling , 
on the ball, and line bucking have all 
received thorough attention.
Last night the high school boys came | 
over and bucked the Bruins awhile. { 
This Is excellent practice for the big i 
fellows, as they have to be up and j 
going every minute to nab their speedy1 
little opponents.
Philoon Pleased.
Coach Philoon was very much I 
pleased with last night’s practice, as j 
were the onlookers. 'Lots of life was i 
shown, the ball was carried better, the
RED FIRES BLAZE ON SENTINEL.
‘‘Red” Cummings la Man Who Kindles 
the Fires Celebrating Victory.
• The red fire o f victory blazed o n ; 
j Mount Sentinel Saturday night. T he1
■ fact that it did blaze, was due to the,
■ energies of one Freshman. That man j 
was "Red” Cummings.
T  came over here at the appointed i 
I time.”  said "Red” Monday, "and there! 
| was nobody here. Rather than see the, 
I thing fall through I climbed the ' 
| mountain and burned fusees for about j 
j ten minutes. When I came back down ; 
a bunch was on the campus. They did I 
i not want to climb the mountain, but j 
I went up in the tower and rang the j 
j bell.”
I "Red” did his work on the mountain j 
j well. From town it was thought that! 
the whole University was on the moun- 
1 tain burning red fire.
OPPOSED TO RIGID SYSTEM.
President Does Not Believe That 
Football Men Should be "Brows.”
IS JINX STILL 
W ITH  BRUINS?
Two Games With Utah Aggies Lost 
on Flukes—Will Third Time Prove 
Charm?
COMMITTEE REVERSES DECISION M E N  X O
GET SW E A TE R S
Bruins Will Make Trip to Coast This 
Year According to Schedule.
Msn Who Took 
in Dual Meet 
Emblems.—Two
Firsts and Seconds 
Allowed v-'-d for 
Others Awarded.
GEO. P. STONE. T3.
the
"I do not believe that a football man 
should be compelled to maintain a
line bucked lower, and everybody higher scholastic standing than other 
worked well. With Smead in place of I students in the university merely be- | 
Shaw at fullback the team seems to be cau8e tie is a football man said Pres- i 
much speedier. Shaw, moved to the j tdent Craighead at the rally T hurs-, 
line, iplayed a better game than h e ! day n**tit.
plays at full. He will undoubtedly be He j e s s e d  the opinion that any 
a giant In the line, although he was | "?an ,wh0 made.  tbe football team in 
too slow for fullback. Klebe shows u p lthe flrf  tbe season should be
well and will be a great strengthening | al,owed to finish the season. 
factor in the Utah game.
When the 20 boys leave the latter j WILL CHARGE RENTAL ON PIANO |
part of this week Montana will be rep- J _---------  I
resented by a different team than the | Classes Pay Tribute to A. S. U. M. for 
one which played at Bozeman. In fact, 
with the pep and gtnver shown last 
night, and with the addition of Smead 
and Klebe, Montana is conceded 
Chance witlf the fast Mormons
Use of the Music Box.
Every class, association, or other 
a j organization separate from the Asso- 1 
elated students will have to pay a j 
Tt is believed that little scoring will I rental for the use of the piano when 
he done in the Utah game, with Dorn- j they give their dances in the gym- 
hlaser backing up the line on defense. I naslum after this.
aided by such a hackfleld as iKellv. I The amount has rot yet been s e t ’ 
Smead, Owslev and Desdhamps. the‘ but It will be either three or five dol- , 
Mormon attacks will be effectively j lare.
withstood. Owsley has the speed and I The reason for the change is that | 
hitting power of a locomotive. K elly1 the piano is now the property of the I 
Veens his head and is always reliable! A. S. U. M. and the executive commit- J 
as a tackier and lpunter. Smead car- tee of that body, in view of the flnan- 
rles the ball well and crashes Into the | c' al conditions, does not Intend to 
line with terrific speed and h ittin g  > t  any money-maklnsj scheme escape! 
power. Deschamns is one of those I them.
"Intel Frenchmen” that never gets hurt
and is more than willing to carry the, A- S. U. M. BUYS F.ANO FOR GYM j 
ball all the time. Little need be said |
of Captain Domblnser. He Inspires j U n iv e r s i t y  Will Pav Half of the Pur- 
much confidence in the team. He is | c has« Price and be Jo!nt Owner, 
feared by all onnoalng teams both on
offense and defense. He plays the] Tbc » lann wb,ob ha« bo*n l,sed in 
greatest defensive game o f nnv player |tbe gymnasium for the nast two veers
is now to become the nronertv of the 
Associated Students of the university. 
Tt has been the ensetom in I
the past to pav n local music house 
*10 a month for the use of the piano. 
This amount was paid hv the A. S. 
TT. M. despite the fact that the uni­
versity uses the nlapo nearlv every 
dav while the student association 
uses It only to furnish music for 
! dances.
I Half of the sum nald for the piano 
I is to he furnished by the university 
and half hv the A S. U. M.
Tn purchasing the piano the com­
mittee will nav about *’ 0 more than I 
thev would hove to psv for the rental 
for the vear but the Executive com- ! 
I mittee of tbe future will not have to ] 
meet any expense of this kind.
that ever nlaved football in Montana. 
If not In tbe Northwest, and ho can be 
depended upon In the iplnchcs.
The probable lineup for the Utah 
came will be as follows: Smead. full-
hack. Owsley, Deschamns. halves: 
Kellv, quarter; E. Craighead, tackle; 
Strelt. center: Weidman. end;
Maser. tackle; Klebe, guard; 




Though the small red hat 
Is the vogue alack!
It must still be bought 
With a large greenbuck. 
—■Christian Science Monitor.
Negatively.
“Have any of the ladies proposed to 
you during leap year?”
"Yes. two of them proposed that 
I should not call on them any more." 
—Christian Science Monitor.
Crank—See how white the umpire 
Is getting?
Elend—Yes, the bleachers are after 
him.
On Saturday Montana meets 
Utah Aggies in Logan.
Will the mysterious Jinx that has 
twice robbed the Varsity of victory- 
over the Mormons continue to exert 
its baleful Influence on Utah soil? 
That is the problem that faces the 
supporters of the Montana eleven, the 
problem that makes betting risky. 
Twice now have the Bears outplayed 
and outgeneralled the Mormons on 
Montana field, oniy to have this Jinx 
rob them of victory and send the 
Brighamites home rejoicing.
If Montana is to rid itself of the 
evil power, this Is the year for rid­
dance. Saturday's game in Logan 
will be the third in recent years, be­
tween the two schools. Luck lies in 
odd numbers, they say, and the third J 
trial is said to reverse the dope that j 
governed the first two. And the game j 
is to be played in Utah, so that if the. 
Jinx does indeed inhabit Montana j 
field it will be powerless next Satur­
day. Finally, the Varsity is the i 
strongest team that has represented | 
Montana in years. Victory ought to i 
follow.
In all of Montana’s athletic history 
there is no story so strange as that 
of the frown from fortune that has j 
given the Utah Aggies two consecu- I 
tive victories over Montana, though 
the Bears played better football than i 
their rivals. The first time the bad ; 
luck came there were curses and 
groans; last year superstition devel­
oped it. Lightning had. struck twice 
in the same place.
Away back in the days before the 
oldest senior of todav was a Fresh- I 
man the University of Montana play- I 
ed football with the Utah Aggies, and | 
beat them. Then came a lapse. Fin- | 
allv, in 1910 relations were resumed.
No one knew what to expect In the 
first game, for no one knew the 1 
strength of the Utah team. Montana 
hoped to win. but expected, at the 
best, a tie. When the teams lined up 
for the kickoff the hopes of the Var­
sity supporters rose. The Utah men 
were not any heavier than the home 
team, and Montana had a team of 
fighters. It looked like even money. 
But the Jinx had not appeared.
The Curtain Rises.
He was not in hiding long, though. I 
Montana won the toss and Captain 
Maclay has chosen to receive the i 
kick. Crookston boots the ball down 
the field 55 yards to Deschamns, the j 
same "Lizette” Deschamns who is 
playing on the varsity this fall. He 
slips and squirms past the charging 
Mormons for a gain of 15 yards. 
Thleme makes two yards through the 
[ line, but on the next play "Lizette 
she fumble” and it is Utah’s ball on 
Montanan's 12-yard line, first down,
ten yards to gain. Enter, His Majesty 
the Evil One.
I The rules devised by a commission 
I composed of men whose specialty* it is 
to train the youth of the land in the 
I art of football stated in 1910 that a 
I team must make ten yards in three 
downs or lose the ball. Paddock tries 
his luck first and is stopped without 
1 gain by Captain Maclay. Second
The athletic committee of the fac­
ulty, which voted last week not to allow 
the football team to make the north­
west trip on the ground that the 
schedule was too heavy and would ne­
cessitate too long absence from the 
university, reversed its decision the 
next day.
The members all agreed that the 
schedule was too heavy but voted to 
allow it to stand in view o f the fact 
that the games had been scheduled 
since last spring.
In the future the schedule will be 
approved by the faculty committee of j committee at its meeting Thursday 
athletics before the opening of th 
season.
The ten men who to 
seconds in the du&i m 
Agricultural college las 
I be given track sweater 
1 a motion passed b; the
firsts and 
t with the 
year are to 
according to 
executive
down. Egbert makes six yards off 
tackle. Third down. E. Brossard is 
stopped without gain. Fourth down.
Now the ball should go to Montana, 
but the Evil One, or the Jinx or what­
ever else it is, befuddles the brain 
of the head linesman (whose name 
was held as a thing accursed by Mon­
tanans for months, and might just as 
well be allowed to rest unremem­
bered) and caused him to cry to the 
referee, “Third down, six yards to 
gain.” Spectators remonstrate and 
finally convince the head linesman of 
his error, but while the argument is 
going on Lindsay carries the ball six 
yards and across the goal line. The 
gentleman of the ivory roof stands 
pat on his first decision. Crookston 
missed goal. Score. Montana, 0;
Utah, 5.
Never again during the game did 
the foreigners threaten Montana’s 
goal and had the ball gone to the 
Varsity while a punt would yet have 
saved the day the story of the game 
would have been different. Victory 0*lttk °? writers of popular music? 
would have rested with the other side. rekar<is them with contempt,
for in the second quarter Winstanley V  bat do the writers of popular 
kicked a field goal from placement, | think of the American compos-
scoring 3 for the Bears.
The committee allows $3.60 for each 
sweater. If the men desire a better 
garment they may add as much to 
this amount as they want and buy 
one of better quality. The sweaters, 
however, are to be uniform in color 
and style.
The men who will get letters are 
Armitage, Sheedy, Miller, Domblnser. 
Kuphal, Sheedy. Vealey, Owsley. Tay­
lor and Ronan.
The committee also decided to give 
sweaters to the old men now In col­
lege who have won letters In former 
years. The men who will get em­
blems under this rule are O'Rourke 
and Cameron, who won letters In 
1911. Both . were unable to partici­
pate last year. Cameron, who was 
captain of the 1912 team, was disa­
bled a few days before the meet, 
while O’Rourke was unable to run on 
account of heavy outside work.
This is the first time for many 
years that track men have been given 
emblems.
What does the American composer
They are too busy to say.
—Musical Courier.The second tragedy is within the memory of piost of the present day 
students, the scene is again on Mon­
tana field. Again the game Is not 
half over. Time has Just been called 
for the second quarter. Utah is in 
possession of the ball on her own 40- 
Iyard line, where it rested after 15 
! minutes of bitter, even battle. As the 
j whistle that starts the game sounds 
| Patt punts. The ball goes across the 
field and out of bounds. Montana tak­
ing it on her 40-yard line. Quarter - 
! back Kellev calls the signals and 
! Captain Winstanlev drops back to 
kick. As the ball is snapped back the 
umpire blows his whistle to Indicate 
a foul. The whistle sounds shrill and 
clear, indistinguishable froip the whis­
tle of the referee, a signal from which I ____i t i j _ _ o  . «
I stops play at once. It is too late to 12I1Q U n d e r w e a r  a S p e c ia l t y ,  
stop the kick and the ball goes spin­
ning down the field to Brossard.
A grain the whistle sounds. The Varsltv 
ends stop in their tracks and turn 
back. Brossard hesitates, then walks 
forward, finally breaking into a trot.
Still the Montana players, thinking 
the play stopped, do not move. Bros­
sard speeds up and crosses the goal 
line. The referee explains that he did 
not blow bis whistle and allows the 
I touchdown to stand. Again the Jinx 
| has triumphed and Montana is beaten.
Twice in succession has it hapnened 
| Can it happen again? Captain Dorn- 
blaser and his men are going down to 
Utah firm in the belief that the third 
time is a charm, that in odd numbers 
there is luck, that the Jinx 16 local.
> Here's hoping.
The Bureau of Printing. 137 E. Main 
street. Both phones, 645.
R. H. McKAY
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for twenty-four hours.
O PIN IO N S OF THE STATE COLLEGE GAME
PROF. CUNNINGHAM
The work of our football toam 
in the game with the Agricultural 
college at Bozeman was not of 
high order. While at times there 
was good individual playing, yet 
the work of the team as a whole 
was far from what it should have 
been. When the team was on the 
offense the men seemed to get 
signals with little diffieulty, but 
were slow in executing them. The 
line men charged with little ag- 
gressivenose, while tne backs were 
alow in starting. This sort of work 
characterized the first and second 
quarters with some improvement 
on the last two. Our defense line 
played too slow and too high.
If our boys will "steam up” and 
practice hard we should certainly 
win our Utah games. The team 
has plenty of football ability.
COACH PHILOON
The game was very disappointing 
to me to say the least. Very little 
team work was shown. In the first 
half of the gams the Bozeman boys 
got the jump on us because our 
backfield was slow and the line 
was as bad. They did not shift 
properly and showed no life. The 
second half was better, and showed 
me that the “pep” is there if the 
boys have a mind to use it.
The opposing team was stronger 
than expected, but at that 
the ball never was in our territory. 
They have a fine lot of gentle­
manly players.
Unless the boys wake up and 
play the kind of football I teach 
them I do not think they will have 
a fighting chance with Utah. If 
they do wake up Utah will have 
her hanos full.
“ CAPT.” DORNBLASER . MANAGER WHISLER
It was a fine game. Of course 
e didn't beat them very much. 
President Craighead gave us orders 
not to. We were in no danger at 
any time, and for this reason the 
fellows didn’t work very hard. 
They certainly have a fine institu­
tion at Bozeman and a mighty nice 
bunch of fellows. They treated us 
better than ever before. They 
play an aggressive, square game 
and wa boat them because we were 
in better condition.
From now on we shall work like 
beavers, and whan Montana plays 
Utah next week I feel safe in say­
ing that we will play better in 
every way than we did at Boze­
man. It would help a whole lot 
if the students would come out 
and give the men some encourage­
ment.
Rotten! Awful! There's go­
ing to be a hot time during the 
next week. There’s going to be a 
different team taken to Salt Lake. 
The backfield was composed of 
snails, and the line of giraffes. We 
should have beaten them 50 to 0.
This poor showing is going to 
make it very hard to get a game 
with Utah- They do not intend to 
waste their time on a bunch of 
scrubs, and they can’t be blamed. 
The team has it in them to make 
good and it is just laziness that 
keeps them from doing so.
I urge the students to get out 
and help put some "pep” in the 
team. The yell leader should 
bring his bunch out in the after­
noon and root. We are up againet 
it and if we don't get help, you 
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The Fashion Club
Cleaners, Dyers and Tailors
I KENNETH WOLFE, Studsnt Agent 
525» S. Higgins Avenue
Both Phones.
6
'OUN G men are the kind 
o f customers we especi­
ally like to serve. They
know what they want; they 
don’t come in to see about 
it; they come to tell us what 
it is; if we didn’t have it-good-bye 
and the nice thing about this 
young men’s section of ours is, that 
we’ve got it; and the 
young fellows know it.
The lively; the ultra-fashionable; 
the fetching patterns; the colors 
that just miss being noisy and 
and stop there; the models that 
make the figure, bringing out 
the vigorous lines-'
R. B. Fashion Clothes 
Society Clothes 
National Student Clothes 
Suits, $12.50 up Overcoats $13.50 up:
W O M E N  SH O W  
G O O D  SPIRIT
Men on Ditch-Digging Crew Out' 
classed by Women Who Furnish 
Picnic Lunch.
The second attempt at a campus 
day last Saturday was hardly as I 
successful as the first one. The day 
| was cold and disagreeable and few 
men turned out to help the A. S. U. 
j M. The few that did turn out on the 
i rink pipe line, despite the fact that 
I workers were rewarded with dance 
I tickets, worked hard and succeeded In 
I sinking the ditch to six feet in several 
sections. The sections of earth be- 
I tween the holes were narrowed down 
so that tunnels can easily be dug, 
connecting the sections of ditch.
Petition Refused.
The faculty was petitioned for a 
holiday Wednesday, on which to com­
plete the work, but It was not grant­
ed. The A. S. U. M. will probably 
have to hire somebody to complete | 
the job. Enough has been done to 
make this possible at a small ex­
pense.
Women Show Spirit.
The women have shown much nlore 
spirit than the men in this matter. 
Saturday morning they Journeyed 
over to town and bought enough good 
things to eat to feed every ablebodied 
man in the institution. When they 
got them out to the Varsity they 
found so few at work that they post­
poned the feed until evening. A fire 
was built near the tennis court and 
a picnic was held.
W ILL TEACH  
V O C A L  MUSIC
Mrs. Myrtle Burnett Norquist, a Tel- 
ented Singer of Missoula, Will Di­
rect Voice Culture— Work Praised.
decided as the day and that all stu 
dents who wished the afternoon off 
would please raisi their hands. But i 
everyone who voted so would be ex­
pected to be in the ditch working. 
The decision in favor of the labor was 
easy and' the work will be resumed 
on Thursday afternoon.
A. S. U. M. Meets.
After the regular exercises the A. j 
S. U. M. met to vote on the proposl- j 
tion of amending the constitution, j 
President Cameron put the question 
to the meeting and called for discus- | 
sion. Manager Armitage then spoke, |
| VARSITY DEFEATS
STATE COLLEGE
(Continued from Page 1.)
no gain, Deschamps made two and 
Gault went around end on a fake pass 
for 12 yards, making first down. Ows-
first down with the addition of another 
five. Owsley carried the ball twice 
for nine and a half and one and then 
went through the line for ten yards 
and a touchdown. Craighead
Mrs. Myrtle Burnett Norquist, a 
talented vocalist, has been engaged . . ,,  . ., , , , .______i auu <l luu iiuuwu. v^rargueau K.iutieu
by the university to give instruction f lvi” & th® clause that needed change score stood 7 to 0 for the- • i in the opinion of the executive com- ® . .. ••
mittee. The principal trouble with the un vers 
constitution as it now stands is that) The Last Quarter,
it is a combination of the old constl- j Hodgkiss kicked to Kelly, who re- 
tution and the new set of by-laws | Ceived the ball on the 30-yard line and 
adopted when the faculty withdrew 
from the association last spring. This 
causes several serious conflicts and 
enough time has been spent with it 
to show that it will not work. Cam­
eron said, that there were two ways 
of revising the constitution. Either 
a constitutional committee must be 
appointed or the executive commission 
must be empowered to resolve itself j 
into a constitutional Committee. Se-
Norquist | weH moved that the Executive com- | yar(j ]0ss, Carr made no gain and at 
their . mittee be commissioned to amend and
in vocal music.
Mrs. Norquist has an enviable repu­
tation as a vocalist and comes to the 
university highly recommended by 
musicians all over the country.
Mrs. Norquist was educated in St. 
Paul where she began the study of 
music. After a few years’ study with 
the best teachers of that city she 
went abroad and continued her stud­
ies with Signor Vannani, a widely 
known Italian voice cuiturist. Then 
she went to Berlin where she became 
a pupil of Herr Sieber and under him 
studied German lieder.
Music critics in the east and in 
Europe before whom Mrs. 
appeared were enthusiastic 
praise of her work.
One eastern paper says of her sing­
ing, “Mrs. Norquist possesses a beau­
tiful, clear and well trained mezzo- 
soprano voice and is endowed with a 
temperament imbuing her work with 
an earnestness and warmth that 
fully displays the spiritual signifi­
cance of her songs and holds the 
hearts of her listeners.”
brought it back 20. Shaw made eight 
yards and Deschamps made first down 
with five more. Owsley broke through 
the line for nine and a half and Des­
champs made first down again. Here 
the march towards a second touch­
down was stopped. Deschamps fum ­
bled and the college recovered the ball. 
Gosman made two yards, Carr six and 
then two more, making first down. 
Maddox was thrown back for an eight-
this point Maddox was replaced by 
revise the constitution. The motion | Connor. Hodgkiss punted 40. Kelly
was passed.
PROFESSOR SCHEUCH IS SICK
During His Absence His Classes Are 
Held by Advanced Students.
MUCH IS DONE AT
Owing to illness Professor F. C. 
Scheuch has not been able to hold his 
; classes this week.
I During his absence Miss Stella 
I Duncan, ’09, is holding class in
THE c o n v o c a t i o n ; French and Miss Rose Leopold, ’12, is
hearing German I. The other classes
------------------ I are continuing their work without an
| instructor.
(Continued from Page 1.) ____________________
ran back 10. Shaw made one through 
the line and Kelly went around end 
for 13, making first down. Owsley 
made two and three and Shaw punted 
30 to Gosman, who was thrown where 
he caught the ball. Connor made 15, 
Gosman lost two and Hodgkiss punted 
40 to Kelly. Owsley went through for 
five and Shaw had just gained three 





E. Hodgkiss, Caipt. Dornblaser, Oapt 
left tackle
APRICOTS and CREAM
Dipped in Milk Coating
D eliciou s~ 75c per pound 
Nonpareil Confectionery
Largest-and Best Place in Town
135 Higgins Ave.
The Missoulian
Offers specially attractive inducements to those 
persons who are fastidious in their demands for 
artistic work in printing. Student societies and 
fraternities whose needs in the line of printing 
are exacting will find in The Missoulian print 
shop exactly what they require. The men who 
make Missoulian printing are artists in their line; 
to them printing is more than the mere sticking 
of type and obtaining an impression from it. They 
understand the real art of printing. This is why 
Missoulian printing is pleasing to those who in­
sist upon having fine work. To the student who 
has individual needs in this direction The Missou­
lian shop is inviting. Combined with the artstic 
skill of its workmen, this shop prides itself upon 
the care used in the selection of material. We 
ask consideration when any printing work is proj­
ected. We are sure that we can please you.
Missoulian Publishing Company
West Main Street, Missoula.
in a half finished state on the cam­
pus. There had been several at­
tempts made to get a holiday for the 
completion of the ditch, but so far 
the faculty had not been able to see 
its way clear to give one. Now the 
president said he was willing to give 
a half holiday, providing the students 
wanted It. To determine this he said 
that Thursday afternoon had been
ATTENTION, SOPHOMORES.
The class of 1916 formally challenges 
you to a joint debate, time and place 
to be chosen by you. The question to 
be submitted by Professor Palmer 
You may have your choice of sides.
The Injured list Is composed of 
Shav Denhart and Sorensen. Sor-
The
M etropole
Our Specialty is 
FINE HAIR CUTTING
Thompson & Marlenee
Cor. Basement at Nonpareil 
140 North Higgins Ave.
Thom as F. Farley 
Company
Reliable Grocers
Your patronage respectfully so­
licited.
611 Woody St. Tel. 54
























Referee, Robbins of Butte; umpire, 
Bunker of Wisconsin; linesman, 
Schermerhom of Bbzeman.
Fife Eeternal.
“The elm lives for 200 years, th<
I den for 300, the oak lives for 
! years—”
I “And the chestnut,”  interrupted the 
: other half of the sketch, “ lives for- 
, ever.” —Kansas City Journal.
i
Join the Pantorium Pressing Club
4 SUITS PRESED $2.00
We call and deliver
See D. D. Richards or phone 963 black. Bell; 798 Ind.
THE SMOKE HOUSE
MASONIC TEMPLE
Watch the Historical Calendar in our window, changes daily—Adver­
tising space on these bulletins will be donated to any charitable or 
educational institution for announcement of meetings.
■ . 7  ... .
Misooula Nursery 
Company
Potted plants and fresh 
cut flowers every day
105 East Cedar St.
For a Cup of





of your foot is comfortable when 
wearing|






Art Goods and Picture 
Frames






L. W. HUNT, 
Student Agent.
1
The Best Coffee Brewer—
El Perco
Makes Coffee Pure 
as Wine
MISSOULA LIGHT & WATER 
COMPANY
